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fiction&
5

5000 Dead Ducks

6

4  

A Novel about Lust and Revolution in the Oilsands

alex leslie

5000 Dead Ducks is a savage satire about how a group of
unscrupulous lawyers scheme a takeover of the Alberta
government in tumultuous circumstances for the oil sands.
durance vile publications

Dance, Gladys, Dance

Seen Reading

5  

cassie stocks

julie wilson

W hile The Sun Is Above Us

3  

mel anie schnell

While The Sun Is Above Us takes readers deep into the
extraordinary world of Sudan through the intertwined
narratives of two women.
freehand books

fiction

Sometimes romantic, sometimes elegiac, Alex Leslie’s coastal
stories take place in ocean inlets and city streets. Haunted as
much by technology as by their own ghosts, Leslie’s characters
face the disappearance of sanity, love, and landscape.
freehand books

2  

The uplifting story of a woman, 27-year-old Frieda Zweig, whose
uncanny connection with a kindred spirit named Gladys causes
her to see her life in a new way — as anything but ordinary.
newest press

short

People Who Disappear

1  

c.d. evans + l.m. shy ba

4

▴ isbn 978-1-927063-11-8 pb $19.95

▴ isbn 978-1-55481-079-6 pb $21.95

3

▴ isbn 978-1-55481-059-8 pb $21.95

▴ isbn 978-1-55481-061-1 pb $21.95

2

▴ isbn 978-1-897126-76-9 pb $19.95

▴ isbn 978-0-9689754-4-2 pb $16.95

1

The exciting debut collection of microfictions from Canada’s
pre-eminent literary voyeur.
freehand books

Western Taxidermy

6  

barb howard

Tender, satirical, and occasionally absurd, Barb Howard’s Western
Taxidermy is a perfect introduction to one of Western Canada’s
most high-spirited literary voices. These sixteen stories effortlessly
balance wry social commentary and prairie gothic.
newest press

1

978-0-88864-597-5 pb $19.95
▴ isbn

978-1-926836-84-3 pb $16.95

8

▴ isbn

▴ isbn

978-0-88864-596-8 pb $19.95

7

▴ isbn

978-1-897181-60-7 pb $15.95

6

4

978-1-926836-69-0 pb $16.95

3

▴ isbn

▴ isbn

5

▴ isbn

978-1-897181-55-3 pb $15.95

978-1-897181-56-0 pb $15.95
▴ isbn

2

978-1-897126-78-3 pb $14.95

1

april is poetry
33 Million Solitudes

Geographies of a Lover

1  

5  

ali riley

sar ah de leeuw

Ali Riley applies her unique and inventive poetics to our national
identity. Breaking down and remixing our familiar icons — for
example, The Hudson’s Bay Company or Susannah Moodie’s
Roughing it in the Bush — the poet finds that wanderlust, geography,
solitude and a thirst for exploration still underlie the Canadian spirit.
frontenac house

A ny Bright Horse

2  

lisa pasold

When Marco Polo was captured by the Genoese he spent a year
in prison dictating a memoir, the Livre des Merveilles. Lisa Pasold
takes Polo’s stories about Afghanistan, Russia, and China to
speculate on the transformative effect of journeys, especially
upon those who insist on finding marvels.
frontenac house

Continuations 2

3  

dougl as barbour + sheil a e. murphy

Two seasoned poets extend their singular poetic vision of that
elusive third I/eye in Continuations 2. For ten years they have kept
their song alive via email, pulsing jazz-like variations, and haunting
repetitions back and forth from Alberta to Arizona.
university of alberta press

dear Hermes. . .

4  

michelle smith

Smith’s debut collection showcases a wide-ranging fascination
with places, people, and story. Framed by imaginative travelogues
addressed to Greek gods, dear Hermes. . . offers readers an escape
and an entrance — out of time and into the poet’s luminous experience.
university of alberta press

2

Drawing inspiration from such works as Pauline Réage’s The Story
of O and Marian Engel’s Bear, Sarah de Leeuw’s Geographies of
a Lover is a sexually charged travelogue of love, lust, and loss.
newest press

Goddess Gone Fishing for a Map of the Universe

6  

sheri-d wilson

Be teleported into the “now” of metaphysical possibility, to fly
between solitude and wild abandon . . . Buddha blink . . . cosmic
flare. At once organic, spiritual, and technical, the work uses qr
codes to send readers outside the book to new vantage points.
frontenac house

kiyâm

7  

naomi mcilwr aith

Written in honour of her late father, these poems explore the
beauty of the intersection between nêhiyawêwin, the Plains Cree
language, and English, âkayâsîmowin.
athabasca university press (au press)

The Metabolism of Desire

8  

The poetry of Guido Cavalcanti
translated by david r. sl avit t

Working under the significant restraints of Cavalcanti’s elaborate
structures, Slavitt renders a translation faithful to the original
poetry in both rhyme and rhythm.
athabasca university press (au press)

Personals

1  

ian williams

Jittery, plaintive, and fresh, the poems in Ian Williams’ Personals
are voiced through a startling variety of speakers who continually
rev themselves up to the challenges of connecting with each other.
freehand books

Restless White Fields

2  

barbar a l anghorst

How do you rebuild a life? In this unsentimental collection
of poems, Barbara Langhorst revisits a violent personal tragedy
through startling imagery that rends even as it heals. Restless
White Fields is unique, unexpected, and impossible to ignore.
newest press

’Tis Pity

3  

david bateman

Part memoir, part creative non-fiction, part poetic score without
music, part off-Broadway show without a cast, these are poems
(in the author’s words) “that dart lyrically in and out of each other,
bumping like herds of chameleons racing through a self-elegiac
labyrinth toward an unspecified finish line.”
frontenac house

Wells

4  

jenna butler

Jenna Butler draws on her own experiences of her grandmother’s
disappearance into senile dementia to reassemble a sensual world
that crackles with imagery and rhythm. Fragments of identities
and memories flow and flicker into stories of one woman’s life.
university of alberta press

▸ Continued on page 58

978-0-9689754-3-5 pb $42.50
▴ isbn

6

▴ isbn

978-1-927063-13-2 pb $24.95

978-0-88864-600-2 pb $34.95

7

▴ isbn

4

▴ isbn

0-9689754-0-2 pb $30.00

978-1-897126-79-0 pb $14.95
▴ isbn

978-1-897181-57-7 pb $15.95
▴ isbn

month
3

5

978-0-88864-606-4 pb $19.95

2

▴ isbn

978-1-55481-104-5 pb $16.95
▴ isbn

1

8

Milt Harradence: The Western Flair

5  

c.d. evans

In this memoir, C.D. Evans perpetuates the legend of his flamboyant,
larger-than-life colleague with whom he shared thrills, spills, and
brilliant courtroom spars.
durance vile publications

A Painful Duty: 40 Years at the Criminal Bar

6  

c.d. evans

C.D. Evans reveals insights into the practice and the characters of
the Alberta Criminal Bar, with prominent court case accounts and
with special tributes to the no-nonsense judges of the early days.
durance vile publications

Pursuing China: Memoir of a Beaver Liaison Officer

7  

brian l. evans

Evans blends memoir and history to draw a vivid picture of China
and its cultural outreach over three decades. He seeks to make
a contribution to the understanding of the nature and wide range
of Canada–China relations.
university of alberta press

Those Who Know

8  

20th Anniversary Edition, Profiles of Alberta’s Native Elders
dianne meili

First published in 1991, Dianne Meili’s Those Who Know remains an
essential portrait of Alberta’s native elders. In this 20th anniversary
edition, Meili supplements her original text with new profiles and
interviews that further the collective story of these men and women.
newest press

&

biography

memoir
3

The Calgary Public Library

1  

Inspiring Life Stories Since 1912
brian brennan

The inspiring story of the 100-year history of the Calgary Public
Library and the people and community who created it.
kingsley publishing

Civilizing the Wilderness

2  

Culture and Nature in Pre-Confederation Canada
and Rupert’s Land
a.a. den ot ter

In eleven essays, den Otter explores the meaning of the concepts
“civilizing” and “wilderness” within an 1850s Euro-British North
American context, examining the relationship between newcomers
and Native peoples and the lands they inhabited.
university of alberta press

The Elbow

3  

A River in the Life of the City
john gilpin

Captain John Palliser missed the Elbow River in his explorations
of the Calgary area, but early entrepreneurs, the rcmp, and the
Canadian Pacific Railway certainly did not. From its very beginnings,
life in the burgeoning city of Calgary centred on the Elbow River.
brush inc. / detselig enterprises

Glenbow Ranch Provincial Park

4  

Grass, Hills, and History
fred stenson

A celebration of the recently created Glenbow Ranch Provincial
Park outside of Calgary. Alberta’s Fred Stenson tells the story of
the park’s history, geology, biology, and legacy. Stunning full-colour
photography and historical images and maps throughout.
kingsley publishing

4

8

▴ isbn 978-1-55059-378-5 pb $31.95

▴ isbn 978-1-926832-14-2 pb $29.95
▴ isbn 978-0-88864-602-6 pb $29.95

history

7

4
▴ isbn 978-1-926836-46-0 pb $29.95

6

3
▴ isbn 978-1-55059-387-7 pb $19.95

2
▴ isbn 978-1-926832-15-9 pb $24.95

5

▴ isbn 978-0-88864-546-3 pb $49.95

▴ isbn 978-1-926832-11-1 pb $32.00

1

Hearts, Minds, & Vision: Roots of the Libin
Cardiovascular Institute of Alberta, 1930–2010

5  

d. george w yse, j. robert l ampard, barbar a
kermode-scot t + al-k arim walli

The story of the remarkable men and women who built and shaped
cardiovascular science and clinical care in southern Alberta. It gives
us a glimpse into the inner workings of their medical world and
puts a human face on the saga.
kingsley publishing

My Heroes Have Always Been Indians

6  

cor a j. voyageur

Aboriginal author Cora J. Voyageur reminds us of how Aboriginal
people contribute to Alberta. She takes a historical and cultural
look at Aboriginal peoples in Alberta, then highlights the
contributions of 100 important Aboriginal Albertans.
brush inc. / detselig enterprises

Our Union

7  

caw/uaw Local 27 from 1950 to 1990
jason russell

In this case study of a union local in the decades following World
War II, Russell offers a narrative that will speak not only to labour
historians but to the people about whom they write.
athabasca university press (au press)

The Grads Are Playing Tonight! The Story of
the Edmonton Commercial Graduates Basketball Club

8  

m. ann hall

A sports-history gem! The Edmonton Grads dominated women’s
basketball from 1915–1940 across Canada and worldwide,
playing over 400 official games, losing only 20. This meticulously
researched and documented book includes capsule biographies
and over 100 photos.
university of alberta press

sports history

Settling In

1  

Early Homes of Western Canada
fay e reineberg holt

What was it like to live in a teepee? How did people find comfort
in a tiny, cold sod house? Prolific and popular Faye Holt reveals the
fascinating range of dwellings that dotted the West from the early
days of settlement to the end of wwii.
brush inc. / detselig enterprises

The Vikings Return

2  

8

▴ isbn 978-0-88864-604-0 pb $34.95

4

▴ isbn 978-1-926832-07-4 pb $22.00

7

▴ isbn 978-1-926832-08-1 pb $19.95

3
▴ isbn 978-0-88864-629-3 pb $10.95

6

▴ isbn 978-1-926836-58-4 pb $41.95

isbn 978-1-55059-389-1 hc $42.95

▴ isbn 978-1-55059-408-9 pb $32.95

▴ isbn 978-1-55059-418-8 pb $9.95

2
▴ isbn 978-1-926832-13-5 pb $295.00

5

▴ isbn 978-0-88864-605-7 pb $34.95

1

9

Cross-Media Ownership and Democratic Practice
in Canada: Content-Sharing and the Impact of New Media
5  

walter c. soderlund, colet te brin, ly dia miljan +
k ai hildebr andt, eds.

This groundbreaking analysis of major French- and English-Canadian
news companies shows the impact of cross-media ownership on the
diversity of new content, as the authors assess problems that mass
media in Canada will likely face in the coming years.
university of alberta press

Direct-fired Heaters

Icelandic Immigration to Canada, 1870–1920

6  

A new look from a Canadian perspective at the “Great Emigration”
from Iceland between 1870 and 1920 of more than 20,000 people
— almost 30% of the population. The majority went to Canada,
and this modern saga tells their dramatic story.
brush inc. / detselig enterprises

A practical approach, for engineers, to the design and operation of
direct-fired heaters.
kingsley publishing

marian mckenna

Working People in Alberta

3  

A History

alvin finkel

In this extensively illustrated volume, the contributors trace the
history of labour from the period of First Nations occupation to
the present and tell the stories of the men and women who have
worked to build and sustain the province of Alberta.
athabasca university press (au press)

nonfiction
A nti-Saints

4  

The New Golden Legend of Sylvain Maréchal
sheil a del any

Compiled by a radical journalist and poet in the early days of
the French Revolution, these subversively satirical lives of women
saints, along with Delany’s thorough introduction and notes,
offers a new perspective on the cultural climate of the time.
university of alberta press

roger r. newnham

Imagining Ancient Women

7  

annabel lyon

Annabel Lyon’s passion for historical novels and her love of ancient
Greece make her lecture on the process of creating characters of
historical fiction captivating. She discusses how to learn from
historical sources to craft believable characters.
university of alberta press

Lifeworth

8  

Finding Fulfillment Beyond Networth
dana couill ard + hal couill ard

A collection of brief stories of those who have successfully made,
or are currently making, the transition from focusing on “networth”
to focusing on Lifeworth. This includes both high achievers and
everyday individuals who have constructed lives worth living.
kingsley publishing

Pulpit and Politics

9  

Competing Religious Ideologies in Canadian Public Life
dennis gruending

A provocative expose of the political ideology and tactics employed
by religious conservatives in Canada today.
kingsley publishing

5

Baba’s Kitchen Medicines

Folk Remedies of Ukrainian Settlers in Western Canada
michael mucz

Baba’s Kitchen Medicines brims with the cultural memory of
pioneering folk from Canada’s prairieland. From fever to frostbite,
this incomparable compendium of tinctures, poultices, salves,
decoctions, infusions, plasters, and tonics will fascinate and often
mortify readers.
university of alberta press

Could You Live This Way? Would You Live
This Way?
2  

john w. friesen + virginia lyons friesen

The sometimes inspiring and often heartbreaking stories of
twenty North American communal-living experiments — each
striving toward utopia, often pushing into the wilderness to realize
their dreams and live life the way they think it should be lived.
brush inc. / detselig enterprises

Revisioning Europe

3  

The Films of John Berger and Alain Tanner
jerry white

A rare discussion of the films of Swiss filmmaker Alain Tanner and
English writer John Berger. This book argues that their collaboration
was key to both political filmmaking and European cinema.
university of calgary press

Pessimism of the Intellect, Optimism of the Will

4  

The Political Philosophy of Kai Nielsen
david rondel + alex sager

A thoughtful collection of essays by distinguished political
philosopher Kai Nielsen. This collection allows the reader to grasp
the systematic scope of his thought and methodology.
university of calgary press

culture

8

▴ isbn

978-1-55238-510-4 pb $34.95

▴ isbn

978-1-55238-530-2 pb $34.95

978-1-55238-550-0 pb $34.95
▴ isbn

4

978-1-926836-46-1 pb $34.95

7

▴ isbn

978-1-55059-435-5 pb $12.95

6

1  

6

3

▴ isbn

▴ isbn

5

▴ isbn

978-1-55059-419-5 pb $27.95

978-0-88864-514-2 pb $34.95
▴ isbn

2

978-1-926836-81-2 pb $34.95

1

political science

How Canadians Communicate IV

5  

Media and Politics

david tar as + christopher waddell, eds.

With contributions from such diverse figures as Elly Alboim,
Richard Davis, Tom Flanagan, David Marshall, and Roger
Epp, this volume is the most comprehensive review of political
communication in Canada in over three decades — one that poses
questions fundamental to the quality of public life.
athabasca university press (au press)

current issues

Follow the Money: Where Is Alberta’s Wealth Going?

6  

kevin taf t with mel mcmill an + junaid jahangir

Alberta’s most insightful political commentator challenges us
to rethink the past and remake the future. Follow the money to
uncover why Alberta — one of the richest places on earth —
still talks poor when it comes to public services.
brush inc. / detselig enterprises

research&education
Valences of Interdisciplinarity

7  

Theory, Practice, Pedagogy
r aphael foshay, ed.

These essays, which discuss the theoretical underpinnings and
the practical realities of interdisciplinary teaching and research,
promise to set the standards of the debate about interdisciplinarity
for years to come.
athabasca university press (au press)
8  Social Work in Africa: Exploring Culturally
Relevant Education and Practice in Ghana

linda kreitzer

This book addresses the history of social work in Africa, particularly
Ghana; the domination of western knowledge in the field; and the
need for culturally and regionally informed teaching resources and
programs relevant to the current African context.
university of calgary press

978-1-55238-586-9 pb $44.95

philosophy

cooking

1  

4  

patrick gr ant

br ad smoliak + jean paré

Imperfection

“I can’t think of another book that combines such spread of reference,
such succinctness, and such depth of concern without losing weight
or coherence, notwithstanding its — shall we call it? — wisdom.”
— John Wilson Foster
athabasca university press (au press)

health

Calm Your Mind & Warm Your Heart
Through the Ups & Downs of Cancer
2  

Real Voices and Practices to Support You
catherine phillips

A compelling message about hope and healing, combining practical
and effective mind-body techniques with a rich range of real-life
stories of patients attending the Healing Journey. Calm Your Mind
teaches simple and effective ways to promote healing.
brush inc. / detselig enterprises

the

environment
The Reindeer Botanist

3  

Alf Erling Porsild, 1901–1977
p. wendy dathan

The biography of one of Canada’s most remarkable botanists.
Alf Erling Porsild collected thousands of specimens, greatly
enlarging the National Herbarium and making it a superb research
centre. For nearly twenty years, Porsild studied reindeer activities
in Alaska and the Northwest Territories.
university of calgary press

▴

isbn 978-1-897477-86-1 pb $25.99

isbn 978-1-897477-85-4 pb $25.99

7

▴

6

▴ isbn

978-1-55059-414-0 pb $24.95
▴

5

3

isbn 978-1-897477-83-0 pb $25.99

isbn 978-1-927126-24-0 pb $25.99

2

▴

isbn 978-1-897477-81-6 pb $25.99
▴

4

▴ isbn

978-1-926836-75-1 pb $24.95
▴ isbn

1

8

The Canadian Barbecue Cookbook

Ignite the party! Knock-your-socks-off tasty recipes from Chef Brad
Smoliak and Company’s Coming’s Jean Paré that combine simplicity
with elegance: Beer-brined Pork Chops, Caramelized Scallops, Elk
Tenderloin, Maple-Smoked Chicken Breast, and more.
company’s coming publishing

Canadian Culinary Olympic Chefs Cook at Home

5  

simon smotkowicz et al.

Only the country’s best chefs have what it takes to represent Canada
at the World Culinary Olympics, and they’re sharing some of their
favourite recipes they cook at home for their families. These are
gourmet recipes for real people.
company’s coming publishing

The Canadian Prairie Cookbook

6  

jennifer ogle, james darcy + jean paré

Farm-fresh vegetables, artisanal baked goods and honeys, and
our world-famous beef, bison, and grains are among the ingredients
showcased in these classic and contemporary recipes.
company’s coming publishing

Gluten-Free Baking

7  

ted wolff + jean paré

This book is for people with celiac disease, a gluten intolerance,
or a desire for healthy alternatives, and has been highly requested
by our readers.
company’s coming publishing

Superfoods Cookbook

8  

jennifer say ers, dr. patrick owen, james darcy + jean paré

Blueberries lower your risk for cardiovascular disease, and walnuts
reduce your risk for diabetes and cancer. It simply makes sense to put
these and other “superfoods” into your everyday recipes to improve
your overall health and well-being.
company’s coming publishing

7

978-1-894063-48-7 pb $14.95
•isbn 978-1-894817-88-2 pb $2.99

!1

▴ isbn

978-1-894063-58-6 pb $15.95
•isbn 978-1-894817-94-3 pb $2.99

▴ isbn 978-1-894063-62-3 pb $14.95
•isbn 978-1-894817-93-6 pb $2.99

978-1-894063-49-4 pb $14.95
•isbn 978-1-894817-90-5 pb $2.99
▴ isbn

!o

5

▴ isbn

978-1-894063-54-8 pb $14.95
•isbn 978-1-894817-97-4 pb $2.99

9

4

▴ isbn

978-1-894063-59-3 pb $14.95
•isbn 978-1-894817-92-9 pb $2.99
▴ isbn

978-1-894063-66-1 pb $22.50
•isbn 978-1-894817-67-8 pb $2.99

978-1-894063-52-4 pb $14.95
•isbn 978-1-894817-89-9 pb $2.99
▴ isbn

8

3

▴ isbn

978-1-894063-63-0 pb $9.95
•isbn 978-1-894817-96-6 pb $2.99

978-1-894063-53-1 pb $14.95
•isbn 978-1-894817-91-2 pb $2.99
▴ isbn

7

2

▴ isbn

6

▴ isbn

• = ebook

978-1-894063-60-9 pb $14.95
•isbn 978-1-894817-95-0 pb $2.99

1

Gaslight Arcanum: Uncanny Tales of Sherlock Holmes

6  

j.r. campbell + charles prepolec, eds.

Twelve new tales of the bizarre, the uncanny, and the arcane. Long
buried and hidden from prying eyes – now revealed.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing

Rigor Amortis

7  

Captives (part two of the Druids Saga)

1  

barbar a galler-smith + josh l angston

Cast into slavery, two Druids must escape and protect an ancient
magic from one who would abuse it.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing

Chilling Tales: Evil Did I Dwell; Lewd I Did Live

2  

michael kelly, ed.

Stories that creep under your skin and linger in your mind long
after the pages have been read.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing

Circle Tide

3  

rebecca k. rowe

An environmentalist and a street-smart data thief team up to find
a killer, prove their own innocence, and stop the eco-disaster
known as “Circle Tide.”
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing

The Demon Left Behind

4  

maria jakober

A group of special “demon” researchers are sent from a parallel
universe to study our global crisis — but, in the midst of the
operation, the youngest member of the team is lost.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing

Evolve Two: Vampire Stories of the Future Undead

5  

nancy kilpatrick, ed.

Meet the eternal predator that humanity never ceases to find
both fascinating and terrifying — evolving toward the future.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing

8

jay m gates + erik a holt, eds.

An anthology of romantic short stories that blend together elements
of zombie friction and unadulterated erotica. Strange at best
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing

Stolen Children

8  

Children of the Panther, Part Three
amber hay ward

The tale of Ana, a girl with psychic powers, who continues in her
loving goal to heal all who need healing.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing

Technicolor Ultra Mall

9  

ryan oakley

In the commodified future the consequences of a failing society are
brought to bear upon one man’s ambition and his attempt to escape
his own socio-economic hell.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
!o  

Tesseracts Fifteen

A Case of Quite Curious Tales

julie czerneda + susan macgregor, eds.

An anthology of Canadian short fiction themed specifically for young
adults and the young at heart. Volume fifteen in the ongoing series.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing
!1  

Those Who Fight Monsters

Tales of Occult Detectives
justin gustainis, ed.

Your one-stop-shop for Urban Fantasy’s finest anthology of the
supernatural.
edge science fiction and fantasy publishing

The Day the Rebels Came to Town

robert hough

The year is 1920, and all of Mexico is at war with itself. Carlos is
forced to make a life or death decision. Is Carlos a brave man or
a coward? It is a question that takes him a lifetime to answer.
grass roots press

Home Invasion

2  

joy fielding

Kathy Brown suddenly wakes up when she hears a noise in her
house. Kathy gets up and feels a gun at her head. Two men are
in the house. Kathy and her husband face a living nightmare.
grass roots press

Missing

3  

fr ances itani

Luc Caron lives in northern France during World War I. One day,
he sees three airplanes fighting in the sky. Luc watched in horror
as a plane flips over and the pilot falls to his death. Luc is the
only witness and the only one who can bring peace to the pilot’s
parents.
grass roots press

New Year’s Eve

4  

On New Year’s Eve, Dixie and Grady set off on a car trip. After
getting caught in a blizzard they end up spending the evening
with friends. New Year’s Eve leads to a turning point for Dixie and
Grady. And a new road for them both.
grass roots press

▴ isbn

▴ isbn

978-1-926583-33-4 pb $9.95

978-1-926583-36-5 pb $9.95

isbn 978-1-926836-93-5 pb $19.95
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▴

6

1  

marina endicot t

▴ isbn

▴ isbn

5

4

978-1-926832-09-8 pb $10.00

3

978-1-926583-34-1 pb $9.95

2

▴ isbn

978-1-926583-31-0 pb $9.95

978-1-926583-35-8 pb $9.95
▴ isbn

1

for kids

Birds, Bugs, and Beasts . . .
in verses Apt to Zany
6  

victor carl friesen

A book for kids who know their abcs — and then some, containing
poetic light verse for older children and delightful crayon-rendered
artwork that speaks of one-room country schools and the joy of
learning and language.
kingsley publishing

plays
Voices of the Land

7  

The Seed Savers and Other Plays
k atherine koller

Ranging from romantic comedy to drama and from one-act
to full-length, the plays in Voices of the Land depict the Prairie
landscape and those who live in intimate terms with it are the
focus of Koller’s plays.
athabasca university press (au press)

Picture This

5  

anthony hy de

Paul Stone is an artist who gets mixed up with a woman named
Zena. He finds himself dragged into an art theft. As time goes on,
Paul learns he is being lied to, even by Zena. Will Paul stick to the
plan? Who will end up with the money?
grass roots press

easy readers
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